It is with great pleasure that we present UPDATE’s annual Year-in-Review edition. From broadcasting to publishing, from online to cable, from TV and radio stations to feature films and DVDs, 2014 was a year of both historic accomplishments and high-profile accolades. As in prior years, the events showcased on the following pages represent just a fraction of what has been done at CBS in the past 12 months. But even this small catalog of performance makes a big statement about the commitment to excellence which has been the hallmark of our company for more than eight decades now.

As it has every year since its founding in 1927, CBS enters 2015, commandingly positioned to build on the world-class stature of all its content and media-related businesses. UPDATE looks forward to reporting on all the great news that the coming year is sure to bring.

A happy and healthy New Year to all.

The Editor

---

**JANUARY 2014**

- CBS, The CW, SHOWTIME and CBS Television Studios participate in the annual Television Critics Association Winter Press Tour in Pasadena, CA. ... CBS announces that its entire top-rated daytime schedule for the 2014-2015 season has been renewed.

- CBS Corporation and Amazon.com announce an expansion and extension of their content licensing agreement to continue to bring classic series and hit TV shows from CBS Television Distribution and Showtime Networks to Amazon’s Prime Instant Video service. ... CBS and Amazon.com announce a content licensing agreement for the new CBS Television series EXTANT.

- CBS Sports streams its coverage of the American Football Conference Playoffs on CBSSports.com for the first time. Live streams are available to fans on laptops, desktops and tablets at CBSSports.com. ... CBS Sports Network debuts its television simulcast of BOOMER & CARTON, CBS RADIO’s WFAN-AM/FM popular morning show hosted by NFL ON CBS studio analyst Boomer Esiason and Craig Carton.

- CBS Local Digital Media’s websites and mobile applications attract 56.8 million unique users – a new record for a single month.

- Simon & Schuster announces the launch of Simon451, an imprint in the field of science fiction and fantasy from the S&S adult trade imprint. ... Brian Floca’s LOCOMOTIVE wins the Caldecott Medal, given annually by the American Library Association to the artist of the most distinguished illustrated book for children.

And... Among other accolades, TV Guide names THE GOOD WIFE, starring Julianna Margulies, as one of the “Greatest Shows of All Time” -- hailing it as “CBS’s (and Network TV’s) classiest and most entertaining drama.” ... Jon Voight wins a Golden Globe Award for his role in SHOWTIME’s RAY DONOVAN. ... Josie Thomas is promoted to CBS Executive Vice President and Chief Diversity Officer and Steve Mirante is upped to Executive Vice President, Human Resources. ... The second generation of the Emerging Creative Leaders Experience launches for selected CBS employees.

**FEBRUARY**

- CBS Corporation reports results for the fourth quarter and full year of 2013.

- Nina Tassler is promoted to Chairman of CBS Entertainment, and signs a new agreement with the Company that extends through 2017.

(Continued on Page 3)
CBS and the National Football League announce plans to produce and televise Thursday Night Football for the 2014 season, making CBS the only network with two NFL television packages.

CBS and Hulu announce the expansion of a non-exclusive, multi-year licensing agreement to stream programs from CBS's rich television library on the Hulu Plus subscription service. ... CBS announces a multi-platform syndication model for its top-rated drama BLUE BLOODS, licensing off-network episodes of the series to distribution partners in broadcast, cable and subscription video on demand.

In the February 2014 sweep CBS Television Distribution is the first-run syndication leader with seven out of the top 10 shows. ... CBS Daytime has its most-watched February sweep since 2007 and its highest rated February sweep in W25-54 since 2010. ... Most CBS News broadcasts post best February sweep deliveries in years. (Source: NTI)

SHOWTIME picks up new seasons of SHAMELESS and EPISODES to air in 2015. ... The authenticated service SHOWTIME ANYTIME becomes available on Roku, the popular streaming software platform.

In a move that gives CBS Local Media the largest multi-platform local news organization in the Philadelphia market, KYW Newsradio 1060 begins broadcasting from its new home at the newly named CBS Broadcast Center in the Spring Garden section of the city.

And... The Broadcasters Foundation of America names CBS RADIO President and CEO Dan Mason as a recipient of a 2014 Ward L. Quaal Leadership Award. ... For the third straight year, CBS receives a score of 90 out of 100 in the Human Rights Campaign 2014 Corporate Equality Index of the largest and most successful U.S. employers.

For the fourth consecutive year, CBS Sports and Turner Sports provide live coverage of all 67 games from the 2014 NCAA Division I Men's Basketball Championship (“March Madness”) across four national television networks -- CBS, TBS, TNT and truTV.

CBS Corporation announces the launch of dynamic ad insertion capabilities for the CBS Television Network’s on-demand programming. This enables CBS to offer advertisers increased audience reach and the flexibility to easily change advertisements at any time within its on-demand programming.

David Nevins is promoted to the newly created role of President of Showtime Networks Inc. and signs a new deal with the Company through 2018. ... SHOWTIME announces the pick up of a seventh season of its signature comedy series NURSE JACKIE starring Edie Falco in her Emmy Award-winning and Golden Globe and SAG-nominated role.

In a major market coup, award-winning morning drive personality Scott Shannon becomes CBS RADIO New York WCBS-FM 101.1’s new morning drive host. ...
WFAN-AM/FM New York, the most-listened-to sports radio station in the nation, and Fox Sports reach a multi-year, multi-media agreement that brings WFAN’s award-winning THE MIKE FRANCESA SHOW via simulcast to the nation’s newest sports networks: Fox Sports 1 and Fox Sports 2.

• Simon & Schuster launches “Off the Shelf” (http://offtheshelf.com), a website and daily email designed to help readers unearth previously published books they may have missed out on at the time of the original publication. ... FAREWELL, FRED VOODOO by Amy Wilentz (Simon & Schuster) wins the National Book Critics Circle Award in the autobiography category.

APRIL

• Stephen Colbert, the host, writer and executive producer of the Emmy and Peabody Award-winning "The Colbert Report," is named to succeed David Letterman as the host of the LATE SHOW, effective when Letterman retires from the broadcast. The new show will be owned by CBS, with full distribution rights.

• CBS and Nielsen collaborate to demonstrate for the first time the additive power of combining media buys for major advertising campaigns.

• NCAA March Madness Live, in partnership between the NCAA, Turner Sports and CBS Sports, sets a new record for video consumption during the 2014 NCAA Tournament with 69.7 million live video streams collectively across all platforms.

• CBS Studios International is named the most successful international distributor by Eurodata TV Worldwide, with the NCIS and CSI franchises appearing most frequently on the Top 10 lists across 15 major territories.

• Masters® Live on CBSSports.com expands to offer five channels of coverage of the 2014 tournament and sees increased engagement in time spent, with more total minutes streamed than last year. The Masters Live coverage from Thursday-Sunday resulted in a total of 111 million minutes streamed, up 28% from 2013.

• Showtime Networks authentication service SHOWTIME ANYTIME becomes available on the new streaming media device Amazon Fire TV, as well as to the customers of Cox Communications.

• CBS Local Digital Media -- the largest digital business in local broadcast media encompassing radio, television, digital, out-of-home, and events platforms -- debuts the new Radio.com website and streaming player.

• Academy Award-winning LAST VEGAS stars (l-r) Michael Douglas, Morgan Freeman, Mary Steenburgen and Robert De Niro.

• LAST VEGAS is CBS Films’ biggest hit to date. It is also an instant smash in home entertainment, debuting as the #1 film on the iTunes movies and the #2 film On Demand. ... Pamela Gray is set to adapt the best-selling novel, THE HUSBAND’S SECRET, for CBS Films. Chris and Paul Weitz, along with Andrew Miano, will produce the film which is based on Liane Moriarty’s novel, which was on the New York Times bestseller list for 51 straight weeks.

• Simon & Schuster announces the launch of TED Books featuring prominent and popular speakers from the cutting edge TED Talks series devoted to ideas worth spreading.

(Continued on Page 5)
And... DR. PHIL airs its historic 2,000th episode. ... THE DOCTORS celebrates its 1,000th episode. ... The CBS Television Stations group garners nine regional Edward R. Murrow Awards and CBS RADIO stations receive a combined total of 28. ... WWJ Newsradio 950 is awarded a National Association of Broadcasters Crystal Award for their year round commitment to community service. ... On CBS.com, The 49th ACM Awards posts new voter and visit records online and is the most social show on television. ... For the 59th consecutive year, CBS presents The Masters®, the most renowned tournament in golf, from the majestic setting of Augusta National Golf Club in Augusta, GA. ... EcoMedia's President and Founder, Paul Polizotto, speaks at the United Nations on “The Future of Advertising” for the first-ever Media for Social Impact Summit.

MAY

- CBS Corporation reports the Company’s first quarter 2014 results, which include growth in all profit measures.
- For the 11th time in the last 12 years, CBS finishes the primetime television season as America’s most-watched network. ... CBS Daytime ends the 2013-2014 broadcast year #1 for the 28th consecutive year with LET’S MAKE A DEAL and THE TALK both finishing with their largest audiences ever, and THE PRICE IS RIGHT, THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL and THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS delivering their largest audiences in years. (Source: NTI).
- For the 2013-2014 television year, the CBS EVENING NEWS WITH SCOTT PELLEY posts the Network’s largest viewer delivery in the time period in eight years (since 2005-2006). ... CBS THIS MORNING posts the Network's best morning news broadcast year delivery in viewers in two decades. ... CBS THIS MORNING: SATURDAY posts its best audience delivery since 2005-2006. ... CBS SUNDAY MORNING scores its best audience delivery since the advent of people meters in 1987. ... CBS News’ FACE THE NATION posts its best delivery in viewers since the 1992-1993 television year. ... 48 HOURS finished its eighth consecutive television season as Saturday’s #1 non-sports broadcast with viewers and was the top non-sports broadcast in A25-54. (Source: NTI)
- CBS Television Distribution is the May sweep leader, with seven of the top 10 shows in first-run syndication: #1 JUDGE JUDY; #2 WHEEL OF FORTUNE; #3 JEOPARDY!; #5 DR. PHIL; #6 ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT; #7 WHEEL OF FORTUNE – WEEKEND and #8 INSIDE EDITION. (Source: NTI)
- CBS and The CW unveil their new 2014-2015 schedule to advertisers and the press assembled at New York’s Carnegie Hall. ... Furthering CBS’s content monetization strategy, CBS Television Studios is producing or co-producing seven of CBS’s new series: MADAM SECRETARY, NCIS: NEW ORLEANS, SCORPION, THE ODD COUPLE and CSI: CYBER. In addition the division is producing two series for The CW: JANE THE VIRGIN and THE MESSENGERS.
- The CW Network announces that 24 new episodes of WHOSE LINE IS IT ANYWAY? are ordered to premiere in 2015 ... A partnership is forged with Litton Entertainment for a new five-hour Saturday morning educational/informational programming block, ONE MAGNIFICENT MORNING, to premiere in October.
- CBS Studios International screens its new slate of series during the annual Los Angeles Screenings at Paramount Studios in Hollywood. ... Multi-year licensing deals are announced with HBO Nordic for the first run of all new SHOWTIME original series and a large number of SHOWTIME library titles. ... Spain’s Atresmedia Televisión acquires the exclusive free-to-air rights to broadcast the new series EXTANT.

(Continued on Page 6)
SHOWTIME ANYTIME launches on Cox Cable. The highest rated freshman series in SHOWTIME history, RAY DONOVAN: THE FIRST SEASON is released simultaneously on iTunes, Google Play, Amazon Instant Video, Vudu, Target Ticket, Sony Entertainment Network and Verizon FiOS.

CBS RADIO’s hit music station 92.3 (WNOW-FM) New York launches AMP RADIO, a new brand and programming focus for listeners to discover the best new music with a distinct local appeal and presentation.

Simon & Schuster launches programs to offer its backlist ebook titles through the “all-you-can-read” subscription services Oyster and Scribd. S&S expands its library ebook pilot to allow universal access for all public libraries across the nation. Imprint Scribner launches the first JOY OF COOKING app available from Apple. S&S announces the launch of Keywords Press, a co-publishing venture with United Talent Agency to publish books by digital stars.

CBS Consumer Products launches a merchandising program for SHOWTIME’s new series PENNY DREADFUL. Initial products include books, tarot cards and character figurines. STAR TREK: THE EXHIBITION opens at the Mall of America in Minneapolis in May and in Jakarta, Indonesia.

And... WBZ-TV and WBZ NewsRadio Boston win a Peabody Award for overall excellence for their combined coverage of the Boston Marathon bombings.

In a 6-3 decision, the United States Supreme Court rules in favor of broadcasters (including CBS) against the live streaming subscription service Aereo. The Court concludes that Aereo violated the broadcasters’ rights under the Copyright Act and reverses the decisions rendered by the trial and appellate courts.

NCIS, the most-watched drama on U.S. television for five consecutive seasons, is now the most-watched drama in the world, having received the prestigious International Television Audience Award for a Drama TV Series at the 54th Monte-Carlo Television Festival. CBS Studios International and France’s M6 announce an extension of their multi-year volume agreement to bring CBS’s hit network series to French audiences.

SHOWTIME picks up a second season of its critically acclaimed drama series PENNY DREADFUL, starring Josh Hartnett, Timothy Dalton and Eva Green and gives pilot production orders to the comedies ROADIES and CRAZY EX-GIRLFRIEND. In a move marking the first launch of SHOWTIME ANYTIME on game consoles, the authenticated service becomes available on Microsoft’s Xbox 360.

CBSSports.com opens a completely redesigned Fantasy Football Commissioner leagues, launches an updated CBS Sports Fantasy app and debuts its first-ever documentary and long-form story with “Forgotten Finals,” a look back at a famous NBA rivalry.

(Continued on Page 7)
CBS RADIO announces that WBBM Newsradio 780 will become the flagship station of the Chicago Cubs beginning with the 2015 season.

Simon & Schuster imprint Pocket Books announces an agreement to publish six books by bestselling author Nelson DeMille, with the first book scheduled for publication in 2017. The books will also be available from Simon & Schuster Audio... S&S publishes the first titles from SAGA Press in the Simon & Schuster Children's division.

And... CBS leads all networks with 14 wins at the 41st Annual Daytime Emmy Awards. ... CBS Television Distribution's ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT wins its first Daytime Emmy Award in the new category of Outstanding News Program, while JEOPARDY! receives the award for Outstanding Game Show. ... CBS UPDATE's Special Diversity Edition (Dec. 2013) wins a 26th Annual APEX Award for Publishing.

For more information, go to http://www.cbspressexpress.com/ecomedia/.

(JUNE, continued from Page 6)

- CBS RADIO announces that WBBM Newsradio 780 will become the flagship station of the Chicago Cubs beginning with the 2015 season.

- Simon & Schuster imprint Pocket Books announces an agreement to publish six books by bestselling author Nelson DeMille, with the first book scheduled for publication in 2017. The books will also be available from Simon & Schuster Audio... S&S publishes the first titles from SAGA Press in the Simon & Schuster Children's division.

And... CBS leads all networks with 14 wins at the 41st Annual Daytime Emmy Awards. ... CBS Television Distribution's ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT wins its first Daytime Emmy Award in the new category of Outstanding News Program, while JEOPARDY! receives the award for Outstanding Game Show. ... CBS UPDATE's Special Diversity Edition (Dec. 2013) wins a 26th Annual APEX Award for Publishing.

For more information, go to http://www.cbspressexpress.com/ecomedia/.

- New York Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo and CBS President and CEO Leslie Moonves announce that the LATE SHOW with STEPHEN COLBERT will remain in New York and will continue broadcasting from the historic Ed Sullivan Theater.

- Reflecting its growing popularity, WLNY-TV (Channels 10/55) Long Island, NY expands its NEWS AT 9:00 PM to seven days a week.

- CBS Local Media enters into an agreement to acquire Eventful, Inc., a leading digital media company which provides consumers with millions of customized local concert, movie, sports and event listings.

- A distribution partnership with CBS Interactive's MetroLyrics gives MetroLyrics access to We Are The Hits’ network of videos, which feature a who's-who of YouTube stars performing hit songs from its licensed catalogs, including covers of hits from world-class artists like Justin Timberlake, Lorde, Pharrell Williams, Adele and more. ... GameSpot unveils the GameSpot Fifty (G|FIFTY), the games industry’s first daily leaderboard designed to track consumer enthusiasm for titles before they are released.

- London-based Banijay International enters into an exclusive multi-year agreement with TVGN (TV Guide Network (jointly owned by CBS Corporation and Lionsgate) to internationally distribute new original series and entertainment programming aired on the U.S. cable network.

(Continued on Page 8)
And... CBS, SHOWTIME and CBS Television Studios are high-profile presences at Comic-Con 2014. ... David Lynch and Mark Frost’s ground-breaking cult phenomenon TWIN PEAKS arrives on Blu-Ray on July 29 with the long-awaited debut of nearly 90 minutes of deleted/alternate scenes from “Twin Peaks: Fire Walk With Me.”

AUGUST

- CBS reports results for the second quarter of 2014 and announces increases to its share repurchase program and quarterly dividend.

- CBS Corporation and Tribune Broadcasting renew their existing affiliation agreements, and give CBS a new home in the Indianapolis market on Tribune’s WTTV. With the CBS affiliation, WTTV becomes the new home of the NFL’s Indianapolis Colts beginning in 2015. ... CBS Corporation and Gray Television announce a comprehensive, long-term agreement that renews all 26 of Gray’s existing station affiliation agreements which includes 22 markets nationwide. ... CBS announces a comprehensive deal with LIN Media to renew existing station affiliation agreements for 12 LIN stations in ten markets nationwide (covering a total of more than 4 million households).

- Based on Nielsen Audio ratings for August, WCBS-FM 101.1 New York is #1 with A25-54 for the first time in nearly 20 years. Additionally, the station posts another #1 finish with Persons 6+, and earned its fourth top performance with Persons 12+ over the past five months.


- CBSSports.com launches the Fantasy Draft Kit app by CBS Sports dedicated to Fantasy Football draft preparation.

- CBS Interactive Advanced Media launches College Sports Live, a redesigned all-access subscription product for more than 100 partner schools.

- HOT BENCH, the new court program created by Judge Judy Sheindlin, tops all freshman syndicated strips in its first week on the air. (Source: Nielsen Media Research)

- Simon & Schuster launches Behind The Books, a series of videos featuring S&S editors and publishers providing inside information about new S&S titles. ... S&S partners with the social media site Milq on the launch of “Books” as a new content category for Milq’s culture sharing app and site. S&S is the the exclusive book publisher partner for the launch.

- CBS Films releases the critically acclaimed film WHAT IF, starring Daniel Radcliffe (“The Woman In Black”), Zoe Kazan (“Ruby Sparks”) and Adam Driver (“Inside Llewyn Davis”).

And... Among CBS’s Primetime Emmy Award winners: THE BIG BANG THEORY’s Jim Parsons (Outstanding Actor in a Comedy Series, his fourth statuette), THE GOOD WIFE’s Julianna Margulies (Outstanding Actress in a Drama Series, her second statuette) and THE AMAZING RACE (Outstanding Reality-Competition Program, for the 10th time) and the 67th ANNUAL TONY AWARDS (Outstanding Directing for a Variety Special and Outstanding Special Class Program). Allison Janney wins for Outstanding Supporting Actress in a Comedy Series for MOM and also wins Outstanding Guest Actress in a Drama Series for SHOWTIME’s MASTERS OF SEX). ... Among SHOWTIME’s other winners: HOUSE OF LIES (Outstanding Art Direction For A Contemporary Program/Half-Hour Or Less), NURSE JACKIE (Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Comedy Or Drama Series/Half-Hour/and Animation) and YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY (Outstanding Documentary Or Nonfiction Series).
CBS Corporation and Media General, Inc. renew all of Media General’s existing station affiliation agreements covering 12 markets nationwide. CBS signs a renewal agreement for Weigel Broadcasting’s Milwaukee affiliate, WDJT.

To more accurately account for how viewers watch primetime shows and how the Company increasingly gets paid for the value of its programming, CBS announces that effective with the start of the 2014-2015 television season, the Network will supplement its daily Nielsen preliminary fast affiliate ratings with Live + 7-Day rating projections.

CBS launches its new season with a multi-phased roll-out, starting with the kick-off of THURSDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL on Sept. 11, and becomes the only network to broadcast two NFL packages. ... CBS Sports marks its 55th year broadcasting the NFL with 17 weeks of regular season coverage. SEC Live on CBSSports.com and the CBS Sports app returns and features multiple camera angles in complement to the game broadcasts.

CBS announces that James Corden, the multi-talented and critically acclaimed star of Broadway, UK television, film and comedy, will be the new host of THE LATE LATE SHOW. Like the upcoming LATE SHOW with STEPHEN COLBERT, THE LATE LATE SHOW is wholly owned by CBS.

CBS renews the summer reality hit BIG BROTHER, hosted by Julie Chen, for its 17th and 18th editions for broadcast in summer 2015 and 2016.

For the second straight year, CBS News broadcasts earn double-digit honors, taking home 10 statuettes at the 35th Annual News and Documentary Emmy Awards -- the most for a broadcast network.

Smithsonian Channel (owned by Showtime Networks Inc. and the Smithsonian Institution) begins presenting encore telecasts of CBS SUNDAY MORNING WITH CHARLES OSGOOD. The rebroadcasts air after the program has cleared broadcast on CBS affiliates.

2014 was another successful year for the CBS Cares Colonoscopy Sweepstakes. This year’s campaign again featured Alan Kalter of The LATE SHOW, as well as the announcers of THE NFL TODAY. The grand prize for the CBS Cares Colonoscopy Sweepstakes was round trip airfare to New York, luxury hotel accommodations, and a complimentary colonoscopy at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital.

CBS Cares continued its strong commitment to tackling mental illness, creating PSAs featuring Captain Sully Sullenberger, who lost his father to suicide. A special PSA campaign was also produced in partnership with Active Minds – an organization with which CBS LAW is engaged -- to help raise mental health awareness amongst students. These featured various primetime talent. Other PSAs on depression were also produced and featured other primetime talent.

CBS Cares had more successful collaborations with CBS Radio in 2014, producing Radio PSAs on Stroke in partnership with the National Stroke Association, as well as a PSA on Safe Sex and Seniors in partnership with Massachusetts General Hospital.

PSA show tags were also produced for SCORPION on Multiple Sclerosis in partnership with the National MS Society, and for THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL on Choking, in partnership with the American Red Cross.

CBS News continued to create and air PSAs to honor Black History Month, Asian Pacific American Heritage Month, Hispanic Heritage Month, and Native American Heritage Month. This year a special PSA was produced for Native American Heritage Month honoring Wilma Mankiller, the first female Chief of the Cherokee Nation. PSAs were aired to commemorate Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day, featuring Congressman John Lewis, who marched with Dr. King, as well as International Holocaust Remembrance Day, featuring CBS News’ Scott Pelley.

CBS Cares, in partnership with CBS News, CBS Owned Stations and CBS’s Chief Veterans Officer, Richard Jones, marked Veterans Day with two special PSAs featuring Medal of Honor recipient and Vietnam War veteran, Paul “Bud” Bucha.

2014 was another successful year for the CBS Cares Colonoscopy Sweepstakes. This year's campaign again featured Alan Kalter of The LATE SHOW, as well as the announcers of THE NFL TODAY. The grand prize for the CBS Cares Colonoscopy Sweepstakes was round trip airfare to New York, luxury hotel accommodations, and a complimentary colonoscopy at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital.

CBS Cares continued its strong commitment to tackling mental illness, creating PSAs featuring Captain Sully Sullenberger, who lost his father to suicide. A special PSA campaign was also produced in partnership with Active Minds – an organization with which CBS LAW is engaged -- to help raise mental health awareness amongst students. These featured various primetime talent. Other PSAs on depression were also produced and featured other primetime talent.

CBS Cares had more successful collaborations with CBS Radio in 2014, producing Radio PSAs on Stroke in partnership with the National Stroke Association, as well as a PSA on Safe Sex and Seniors in partnership with Massachusetts General Hospital.

PSA show tags were also produced for SCORPION on Multiple Sclerosis in partnership with the National MS Society, and for THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL on Choking, in partnership with the American Red Cross.

CBS Cares, in partnership with CBS News, CBS Owned Stations and CBS’s Chief Veterans Officer, Richard Jones, marked Veterans Day with two special PSAs featuring Medal of Honor recipient and Vietnam War veteran, Paul “Bud” Bucha.

2014 was another successful year for the CBS Cares Colonoscopy Sweepstakes. This year’s campaign again featured Alan Kalter of The LATE SHOW, as well as the announcers of THE NFL TODAY. The grand prize for the CBS Cares Colonoscopy Sweepstakes was round trip airfare to New York, luxury hotel accommodations, and a complimentary colonoscopy at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital.

CBS Cares continued its strong commitment to tackling mental illness, creating PSAs featuring Captain Sully Sullenberger, who lost his father to suicide. A special PSA campaign was also produced in partnership with Active Minds – an organization with which CBS LAW is engaged -- to help raise mental health awareness amongst students. These featured various primetime talent. Other PSAs on depression were also produced and featured other primetime talent.

CBS Cares had more successful collaborations with CBS Radio in 2014, producing Radio PSAs on Stroke in partnership with the National Stroke Association, as well as a PSA on Safe Sex and Seniors in partnership with Massachusetts General Hospital.

PSA show tags were also produced for SCORPION on Multiple Sclerosis in partnership with the National MS Society, and for THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL on Choking, in partnership with the American Red Cross.

CBS News continued to create and air PSAs to honor Black History Month, Asian Pacific American Heritage Month, Hispanic Heritage Month, and Native American Heritage Month. This year a special PSA was produced for Native American Heritage Month honoring Wilma Mankiller, the first female Chief of the Cherokee Nation. PSAs were aired to commemorate Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day, featuring Congressman John Lewis, who marched with Dr. King, as well as International Holocaust Remembrance Day, featuring CBS News’ Scott Pelley.
● CBS Sports, the exclusive national network broadcaster of SEC home football games, kicks off its 14th consecutive season of national coverage. CBS Sports Network kicks off its most extensive college football schedule ever with a weekend slate featuring five games.

● WE NEED TO TALK the first-ever all-female national weekly sports show airing in primetime launches on CBS Sports Network. Former 16-year NFL veteran and All-Pro linebacker London Fletcher joins CBS Sports Network’s THAT OTHER PREGAME SHOW.

● CBS RADIO stations win five NAB Marconi Awards, including the most prestigious honor, “Legendary Station of the Year,” which goes to WFAN-AM/FM New York for the first time in its 27-year history as the nation’s first all-sports station. CBS RADIO and Townsquare Media launch the Michigan News Network, which provides affiliated stations across the state with news, sports and other local content. The programming is produced by CBS RADIO stations WWJ Newsradio 950 (WWJ-AM) and 97.1 The Ticket (WXYT-FM), with Townsquare Media licensing the content and serving as the exclusive syndication partner and manager of affiliate relationships. CBS RADIO’s All News 99.1 WNEW (Washington, D.C.) is named the Washington Wizards’ flagship radio broadcaster beginning with the 2014-2015 season.


● The multi-platform CBS Eye-Iert system, which helps Network viewers navigate Sunday primetime series time changes on NFL doubleheader weekends, expands to enable iOS users to receive push notifications via the CBS app and continues to provide updates via on air graphics, a ticker on the home page of CBS.com and social media posts.

● PRIDE, the critically acclaimed comedic drama opens in NY, Los Angeles and San Francisco and immediately becomes one of the better performing limited releases of 2014. It stars Bill Nighy, Imelda Staunton, Dominic West, Paddy Considine, Andrew Scott, Joseph Gilgun, George MacKay and Ben Schnetzer --

● TVGN (TV Guide Network), the entertainment channel owned by CBS Corporation and Lionsgate announces plans to rebrand in early 2015 as POP, a multi-platform destination dedicated to celebrating the fun of being a fan.

● Following the breakout success of the premiere season of the SHOWTIME thriller PENNY DREADFUL, CBS Consumer Products unveils a lineup of new licensing partners for apparel, accessories, collectibles, publishing, and more merchandise inspired by the psychological thriller.

And... HAWAII FIVE-0 celebrates its milestone 100th episode. Kevin Frazier is named co-host of the #1 syndicated newsmagazine ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT with Nancy O’Dell, and Louis Aguirre is named co-anchor of THE INSIDER alongside Thea Andrews. (Continued on Page 11)
CBS gives full season orders to all four of its new dramas, including the #1 and #2 new series of the season, NCIS: NEW ORLEANS and SCORPION, and Sunday's #1 scripted broadcast MADAM SECRETARY -- all owned by CBS. Also picked up is the time period-winning suspense thriller STALKER. These pick-ups include three of the top four new shows launched on television this season, and three series that rank among the top 15 of all primetime programs.

CBS announces that the hit series UNDER THE DOME and EXTANT, both from Steven Spielberg’s Amblin Television, will return for broadcast in summer 2015.

CBS announces the launch of CBS All Access, a new digital subscription video on demand and Nielsen-measured live streaming service for the CBS Television Network.

MaxPreps and Hudl, a leader in online video coaching tools, announce a multi-year agreement to highlight athletes around the country with extensive video coverage and give MaxPreps users access to a library of video highlights for more than 15,000 high school football teams and hundreds of thousands of individual athletes.

CBS Studios International concludes a multi-territory licensing deal with Netflix for CBS and SHOWTIME series in Netflix’s six new European markets and the Netherlands. The agreement also provides Netflix exclusive first-window rights to the SHOWTIME series PENNY DREADFUL in these markets.

The series premiere of THE FLASH is The CW’s most-watched telecast, of any series, in the Network’s history. ... The CW gives full season orders to its two hit freshman series, THE FLASH and JANE THE VIRGIN.

SHOWTIME makes the first season of the critically acclaimed series PENNY DREADFUL available for purchase on iTunes, Amazon Instant Video, Google Play, Vudu and Sony’s Video Unlimited, as well as PlayStation Store, Target Ticket and Verizon FiOS. The series is also available on Blu-ray disc and DVD from CBS Home Entertainment and Paramount Home Media Distribution. ...SHOWTIME premieres its new drama series THE AFFAIR, which explores the emotional and psychological effects of an extramarital affair.

Simon & Schuster makes a precedent setting, multi-year breakthrough deal with Amazon for the sale of digital and printed books. ... Imprint Howard Books announces a two book deal with Wm Paul Young, the author of the mega-bestselling novel THE SHACK.

The series premiere of THE FLASH is The CW’s most-watched telecast, of any series, in the Network’s history. ... The CW gives full season orders to its two hit freshman series, THE FLASH and JANE THE VIRGIN.

And... CBS News leads the National Edward R. Murrow Award and News and Documentary Emmy Award fields.

(Continued on Page 12)
CBS Corporation reports results for the third quarter of 2014. ... CBS and DISH Network reach a multi-year agreement for carriage of CBS owned stations across the country, as well as CBS Sports Network, Smithsonian Channel, TVGN and SHOWTIME Networks, which includes SHOWTIME TV Everywhere and video-on-demand rights.

Jeff Fager, Chairman of CBS News and Executive Producer of 60 MINUTES announces his long-planned intention to step down from his role as chairman and to return to full focus on running the acclaimed newsmagazine, effective at the beginning of the new year. At that time, David Rhodes, who has been President of CBS News since 2011, will assume sole leadership of the division.

CBS News and CBS Interactive launch CBSN, the first digital streaming news network that allows Internet-connected consumers to watch live, anchored news coverage on their connected TV and other devices. ... CBS SUNDAY MORNING WITH CHARLES OSGOOD posts its second-largest November sweep audience since the 1987 advent of people meters. CBS THIS MORNING posts the Network’s best November sweep delivery for a CBS morning news program in viewers in more than 20 years (since 1993). ... CBS THIS MORNING: SATURDAY scores the Network’s largest Saturday morning news November sweep delivery in viewers since 2003. ... 60 MINUTES wins the most News and Documentary Emmy Awards for a single program. Also recognized are 48 HOURS (two awards), CBS NEWS SPECIAL EVENTS, CBS THIS MORNING (the only morning news program to be recognized) and FACE THE NATION.

The addition of the freshman drama MADAM SECRETARY to CBS’s Sunday night elevates upscale audiences for the Network’s 7:00-10:00 PM/ET block with dramatic increases in the 8:00-9:00 PM hour. (Source: NTI)

Jeff Fager  David Rhodes

CBS Sports enters its 34th consecutive season of college basketball coverage. ... CBS Sports Network tips off its most extensive college basketball schedule ever with the inaugural VETERANS CLASSIC AT THE NAVAL ACADEMY in Annapolis, Md. ... College Basketball Live on CBSSports.com returns for a 7th season to offer an enhanced second screen experience across digital platforms.

CBS Studios International announces that the event series EXTANT and the SHOWTIME psychological thriller PENNY DREADFUL, will premiere exclusively in Japan on WOWOW in 2015. The deal includes the broadcast and catch-up rights for EXTANT, and the broadcast and SVOD rights for PENNY DREADFUL. ... CBS Studios International concludes an annual international press junket over four days in Los Angeles.

SHOWTIME picks up a second season of the critically-acclaimed new drama series THE AFFAIR and a fifth season of the Emmy and Golden Globe-winning hit series HOMELAND. The shows will air 10 and 12 new episodes, respectively, in 2015.

(Continued on Page 13)
**CBS Television Stations** group achieves several noteworthy milestones during the November sweep, led by WCBS-TV New York, where the 11:00 PM news is up 20% year-to-year in the key A25-54 demographic, scoring a record-setting 50% advantage over WNBC in late news in A25-54. (Source: NSI). ... The CBS Television Stations group and Curb, a mobile technology company focused on improving the transportation experience in cities across the country, today announce a partnership to bring news, weather and entertainment content from local CBS stations to taxis and other for-hire vehicles.

- **CBS Radio** and the Texas Rangers enter into a multi-year agreement for the team’s radio play-by-play broadcasts to air exclusively on Dallas-Fort Worth’s 105.3 The FAN beginning with the 2015 season.

- **CBS Vision Operating Committee**, which includes the top research officers from all CBS Corporation divisions, convened in New York City to offer updates on their respective divisions and collaborative opportunities between them.

- **CBS Films** partners with Lionsgate in a multi-year distribution partnership for up to 12 theatrical releases over three years. CBS Films will acquire, produce and market the films, with Lionsgate distributing them domestically and handling worldwide sales. The deal will begin in early 2015 with the February release of the teen comedy THE DUFF, starring Mae Whitman, Bella Thorne and Robbie Amell.

- **Simon & Schuster** launches Scribner Magazine, aimed at both targeted and general readerships that are building social communities around our content, and building on the historic magazine brand. ... ALL THE LIGHT WE CANNOT SEE by Anthony Doerr is a finalist for the National Book Award in Fiction and NOGGIN by John Corey Whaley is a finalist for Young People’s Literature Award. ... Simon & Schuster has eight titles on the New York Times Book Review’s list of “100 Notable Books of 2014. One of the titles, ALL THE LIGHT

- **And...** The cast of BLUE BLOODS celebrates their 100th episode milestone. ... On Nov. 22, 48 HOURS: “The Girl Next Door” episode delivers the broadcast’s largest audience since Nov. 2, 2013 (source: NTI). ... The CW orders new seasons of AMERICA’S NEXT TOP MODEL, PENN & TELLER: FOOL US and MASTERS OF ILLUSION to air during 2015. ... CBS Consumer Products launches the official “I Love Lucy” online store. .... CNET announces the launch of a new premium print magazine, which is being distributed through newsstands across the U.S. and Canada. ... In honor of Veterans Day, CBS UPDATE publishes a Special Edition that salutes American veterans.

- **CBS** announces that David Letterman, the longest-tenured late night talk show host at more than 32 years and one of the most influential, acclaimed and honored personalities in television history, will host his final broadcast of the LATE SHOW on Wednesday, May 20, 2015. ... CBS announces that TWO AND A HALF MEN, one of television’s most successful comedies, will conclude its 12th and final season with a special one-hour series finale on Thursday, Feb. 19, 2015. 

(Continued on Page 14)
For fourth quarter 2014, CBS THIS MORNING posts the Network’s best viewer delivery in the morning in 21 years. ... CBS THIS MORNING: SATURDAY scores best viewer delivery ever and FACE THE NATION delivers largest viewership since the advent of people meters (1987-88 television season). (Source: NTI)

CBS Sports’ national coverage of the SEC ON CBS for the 2014 season is the highest rated regular season college football package on any network for the sixth consecutive season. It was highlighted by five of the Top 10 most-watched college football telecasts of the 2014 regular season. (Source NTI). ... CBS Sports Radio announces plans to launch a new weekday lineup highlighted by a deep roster of personalities and a programming schedule that includes a revamped morning show and broadcast pairings, as well as the addition of a new overnight host.

CBS Television Distribution’s new syndicated court program, HOT BENCH, is renewed for a second season and upgraded in five of the top 10 markets for the remainder of the season.

SHOWTIME Networks announces the launch of SHOWTIME ANYTIME on Microsoft’s Xbox One game console.

CBS RADIO completes its deal with Beasley Broadcast Group, Inc. to swap 13 mid-size market radio stations in Tampa and Charlotte, as well as WIP-AM in Philadelphia, for five large market stations in Philadelphia and Miami. This marks the first time CBS RADIO will operate stations in Miami, where CBS already owns two television stations. ... CBS RADIO signs Carson Daly to a multi-year contract extension. ... Jim Ryan is named Senior Vice President, Programming, CBS RADIO. He retains his title as Program Director for New York stations WCBS-FM and WWFS-FM as part of his contract extension with CBS RADIO.

Simon & Schuster integrates its digital and corporate marketing departments under Liz Perl, who is being promoted to Executive Vice President, Chief Marketing Officer. ... S&S expands its library ebook program by making its ebooks available to all libraries nationwide, regardless of whether or not the library participates in the publisher’s “Buy It Now” merchandising program.

THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS marks 26 consecutive years as daytime’s #1 drama. (Source: NTI)

CBS Corporation garners 16 Hollywood Foreign Press Association Golden Globe Award nominations across five divisions: SHOWTIME, CBS Television Studios, CBS Television Network, The CW and CBS Films. CBS Television Studios produces the only two broadcast shows to be nominated in the Best Drama and Comedy categories for THE GOOD WIFE and JANE THE VIRGIN, respectively.

CBS Films scores its third Golden Globe nomination for Best Picture (Musical or Comedy) in three years for the critically acclaimed dramatic comedy PRIDE. ... CBS Home Entertainment releases MORK & MINDY: THE COMPLETE SERIES for the first time on DVD. It stars the late Robin Williams in his best known television ... .... Broadcasting & Cable names Chris Pike of KDKA-TV and WPCW in Pittsburgh as its General Manager of the Year. ... Amy Stevens, SVP, Strategic Events and Partnerships, CBS RADIO is named to Billboard’s annual list of the “Most Powerful Women in Music.”

CBS UPDATE publishes a special edition focusing on the expansion of the Company’s diversity and inclusion initiatives in 2014.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This newsletter may include "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Forward-looking statements inherently involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual factual results to differ materially from the forward-looking statements. CBS Corporation's news releases and filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission including but not limited to its most recent Form 10-K and Form 10-Qs, contain a description of factors that could affect future results. The forward-looking statements are made only as of the date of this document and we do not undertake to update any forward-looking statements to reflect subsequent events or circumstances. For more information about CBS Corporation, see the Company's news releases and filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission which can be found on the CBS Corporation website, www.cbscorporation.com, in the "News" and "Investor Relations" sections, respectively.